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PSYCHIC CONVERSION AND THE FOUNDATIONS OF THEOLOGY: A PROPOSAL 

Robert M. Doran, S.J. 





A. lntroduetien. 

In thi. ol.ay, I wilh te be~in te ar~e ter an expansien et the 

teundatiena et theele!y beyond the triple cenver.ien (reli!ieue, meral, 
1 

and intellectual) .pecifiod by Bornard Lener,an. Mere preeiaely, I wish 

te s~.t a teurth cenTerlien which I will call paycble or imapnative 

cenverlien, as al.o feundatienal tor theele!y in the same way as reli,ieus, 

meral, and intellectual cenversien in Lener,an'a preposod method. I am 

net ar~~ that there is any deficiency either in Lener,an's basic notien 
. 

et the foundatiens ef theelegy as leeated in the authentic subject or in 

hi. insistence en the three conversions with which he deala al qualifying 

human authenticity. I am a~atin" rather, that a fourth cenversion should 

be added te tho throe delin~ated and described by Lenergan and that this 

feurth is equally feundatienal in the derivation ot theol.~cal categeries, 

positions, system, and in the presecution of the Christian mislion. 

In thia paper I will detail the peraenal and intellectual jeurney 

which has led te this concluden and a~,est the lines ot tuture research 

which I wish te tollow in erder to elaborate ita si~ficance and expli

cate its details. The jeurney has been ~ded by a queatien, a very 

invelved and teundatienal questien, whese conteurs can perhapa beat be 

indicated by atatint; that tel' the last five years I have been per.uaded 

ot the feundatienal aignificance, beth tor retlectien en human livin, and 

for theele,ical theught, of' the writin!a ef ~ Martin Heide!!er and 

Lener!an. Thua I have been tryin! te walk a path whose direotion is 

1 
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determined by both the mysterieus and eluiivo fi~e ef Heide~er and the 

tewerin~, fermidable, and .emetimes imperious (oven imperialistic) intel

lect ef t.nergan-er, far better, by my own stumblin~, hesitant, and often 

forgetful attempt to know from within and te live by a meaning wbich weuld 

reflect in its embediment the results of their meeti~ ene another, quali-

f'yin~ ene another, and takin~ a prefound interest in one anether. I 

have new beceme cenvinced that they moet one another, at leaat for me, 

at tho point of circlin~ in upon what Edmund Husserl calls "the system of 

2 tho cencrete a prieri." But, becauae this system is easily disturbed, 

they beth ~ive way at this point te anether type ef exploration than is 

carried en by either, t. what, fer want ef a better term, I will call 

depth psycholo~. The latter embraces for me the folloWin~ elements: 

first, it is a delineation of the varioua figure. which, with a meanin~ful 

contingency, shew themselves in this system of the cencrete a priori, thro~h 

dreams, fantasy, symbol, and myth; secend, it is a delineation of "the 

unity of the race of man, not only in its bielogy but als. in its spiritual 

history," an exploration of the structures and dynamic tendencies within 

the human psychoaomatic system t. which t~ origins of myth and ritual 

are to be referred; third, it is the archeological digging of nthe deep, 

very deep well of the paat,n se as te lay bare the foundations of a science 

of the human reets of rev.lation.~ The matter is indeed very complicated 

and future work will havo to proceed very carefully through an exe~esis 

of these two thinkers alon~with other philosophers, particularly in the 

phenomenolo~ical school, whose concern is the transcendental structure of 



this "system of the concrete a priori" and with ps.ychelogists who have 

opened up avenues thrQu~h dreams, fantasy, symbol, and myth to enable us 

to detail the figures of the system. 

The previous sentence enables us to establish some functional 

differentiations. The philosopher, in Such an investigation as this, 

is concerned with transoendental struoture--in this case, especially with 

the transoendental structure of the imagination. The depth psychologist's 

concern il with the varioua fi~es elaborated in dreams, fantasy, symb$l, 

and myth by the human imagination and with their functiening in support 

of or to the detriment of the concrete well.being~of the human subject 

or society. The methodologist will be interested in the contribution of 
4 

these fir~t two to "the framework for collaborative creativity' which 1s 

his concern. The theolo~an will decide the pertinenoe .r the structure 

and figures of the imagination fer his theolegioal cate~ries, positions, 

system, and efforts at communicatian. 

B. ! ill of Autobio!:rapby 

I first became enthused about the challenge presented by Lonergan 

about six years ago when, on my fifth attempt, I finally ma~ged to read 

Insight from cover to cover and,tried to do what he asks of his reader. 5 

I became quite convinced, and am still convinced to this day, that his 

delineation of human knowledge, of what happens when a man knows, is very 

sharp and accurate and that the paths he asks one to travel through his 

own knowing mind lead to a ~reat deal of truth about oneself and one's world. 
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On the other hand, about a year after these oonvictions had had 

some time to develop and ripen, I partioipated in a seminar on the 'later 

Heidegger" direoted by William Riohardson at Fordham University. This 

experienoe led to a s·imilar oonviotion ooncerning the immense value and 

importanoe of Heideggerls work, despite (or perhaps because of) its Vastly 

different -atmosphere" from anything I had previously studied. The effeot 

of the two is different, of course. Many of the conclusions of Lonergan 

seem to strike one with a note of finality, where~s Heidegger1s approach 

is much more meditative and its,positive result muoh more one of belief 

than of certainty. Nonetheless, since I have somehow managed to maintain 

the belief that truth and value cannot be self-contradictory, 1 have been 

fascinated ever sinoe--and at times pla~ed--by the question of the rela-

tion, at least in my own thinking mind, between the respective ohallenges 

offered by these two thinkers and pe.senally experienoed in my own life. 

The task is extremely difficult and ultimately must be very muoh more 

highly nuanoed than this introductory essay, which is nothing more than 

a projection and exploration of possible paths of thinking and self-refleo-

tien. 

Several other influences, however, must be mentioned for their 

pertinence both to this task and to the full under~tanding of the paths 
• 1 

whioh led-te the oentral conclusion here proposed. Prinoipal among these 

are the understanding of tho hermeneutic task opened up by Paul Ricoeur, 
I 

for whom hermeneutios is correlative with the exploration of symbols or 

double-meaning linguistio expressiens. Ric.eur thus delineates the meeting-
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point of three related enterprises: a philoaophy ef self-reflection, 

hermeneutics, and depth ps.ychology.6 The main lines of Ricoeurls analysis 

of the contemporary crisis ef interpretation and his thout;htful s~e8tions 

for a dialectical resolution of the crisis will probably serve as the 

openint; statement af any future detailed attempt to justify the positing 

of a fourth conversion al foundational for the.lot;r. 

Als. of major si~ficance bas b.en tho process, now a year old, 

of undert;oint; psychoanalysis in a Jungian .... in. This experience has opened 

up for me in a way no study of philosophy could tho detaib of the world 

af the fit;ures of the system of the concrete a priori; it has allowed in 

a singular w~ "the explication or a meani~ul contingency,·7 an experience 

B of the Bpassive genesis of meaning" and of its active appropriation, a 

laying bare of "the Oogito that founds in proportion as it lets be,n9 tho 

10 realization of the possibilities of a post-critical immediacy or of 

"living the dream forward" and enfleshing its loml. 

Through the following steps, then, I wish to argue for the fO\mda

tional significance in theology of psychic or imaginative conversion: 

1. Paul Ricooura Tho Hermoneutical Oonflict and the Preb1em of 
~ - ---

!. ~ Imediacy. In partioular, I wiah to draw upon the benefit of aligning 

the hermeneutical task with the problem of the response t. symbols and 

myth as this bas been pointed to by Ricoeur, and to utilize his delinea

tion of the symbol's concrete unity-in-tenlion along a time-scale, the 

tension being the prosent balance of the archeological (past) and teleo

logical (future) directions openod up for interpretative thought by the 

symbol. 
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2. Martin Heide~~er: Ima!ination !! Institutin~ Primordial ~. 

I Wish then te exe~ete Heide~~rls Kant and the Problem !t MOtaphysics and 

to retain from Heidog~r tho disoovery of the transcendental time-structure 

of human imagination and its identifioation With human Dase;ln; t. ar~o 

that this time-structure ~s the oondition of the pessibility of the time

scale of all immediaoy and especially of the second, post-critical immediaoy 

to symbol delineated by Ricoeur; and to suggest that the recovery of the 

time-bound structure of human ima~ination is a ~ and can serve t. 

define the function of psychotherapy as offecting p8ychic cenvorsion, 

which in turn renders pes8ible the second immediacy to s,rmbol and myth as 

constitutivoly meaningful for onels own living. 

;. Bernard Loner~an !!.!! the Problem of Immediacy. Since my 

interpretation of Heidegger will have proceeded mainly from the latter's 

study of Kant, I will utilize here, in addition t. Lonergan's own work, 
11 a study of Lonergan vis-a-vis Kant done by Giovanni Sala. Here I wish 

to relate Lonergan dialectically to Heidegger, thereby correcting what I 

regard as mistakes in the latterls notion of human knowledge; but I wish 

also to apply a corrective to a tendency in L.ner~an·s thought to undertake 

a premature flight from immediacy; I wish te embody Lonerganl s method 

by insisting on the originating and correcting function of the time-

bound imagination, when tho latter has been freed by psychic conversion;. 

the imagination functiens in this way at evory levol of consciousness or 

solf-presence delineated by Lonergan; it also functions in a Verifying 
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way at the level of judgm~nt ilnd in a confirmin, or "disapproving" way at 

the level of deoision. I thus hope to shew that Lonergan is indeed oorrect 

when he says, "1 see no difficulty in finding room in my position for 
12 

~bolic consciousness," Indeed, we ~ find this roam or, in my opinion, 

suffer the oonsequenoes of a disembodied intelleotualism. 

4. Flmctions.!t ~ lmagination !!!! Psyohio Oonversion. Here I 

wish, first, to rela~e the work of Ray L. Hart to the preceding three 1, 
seotions. Hart has opened up the place of imagination in human lifo in 

a way not out of tune with Heide"er, in fact with many more details, and 

has accompanied his exposition with a cta~tienal theory which seems 

basically sound. But I wish to argue further that the structure of imagi

nation as sketched by Heidegger and filled in by Hart is frequently prey 

to aberrations which are the root of psychic disturbance and that such 

disturbance is a matter of the operative failure of the.time-dimension of 

the ima~nation, 80 that time no longer can "temporalize itself" out of 

the future by calling the past into the present. The therapeutic correction 

of this aberration in the conati tution of time is what I mean by psycbic 

conversion. The latter affects onels spontaneous self-presenoe, whether 

one is experienci~ understanding, judging, deliberating, or deciding. 

This it is related te intellectual and moral life and plays a oonstitutive 

role in safeguarding the consistenoy of religious oonversion, insofar as 

this can be safeguarded by anytbing human. Psyohic oonversion is important 

in permitting free rein to the desire to know and the desire for value, 
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both of which are, for Lonergan, constitutive of human authenticity. In 

this way, furthermore, the latter's notion of authenticity can be related 

to that of Heidegger. 

5. Finally, I wish to indicate the significance of psychic conver

sion as foundational for theologioa1 oategories, dootrines, system, and 

the mission of the Christian Church in the world. Some of the indications 

of detail will be mentioned in the oourse of this brief introductory essay. 

In addition to what will be mentioned here, however, I would point to the 

significance of psychic conversion in liturgical studies and saoramental 

theology, in the word-sacrament relationship, and in the dialogue of 

Christian theology with the disciplines of psychology, anthropology, and 

philosophy. It also functions in the contaots between Christianity and 

other world religions. 

Each of the five points mentioned above will form a ohapter in 

the subsequent prejected work. For the mGment, however, I wish to continue 

to describe the pers.nal background out of ,.,hioh this idea arose and to 

explore some of the contours of the problem. 

The immedia.te context which wuohed off the insight, the Eurekal 

whioh provided some resolution of a half-decade old question, consisted 

in starting what was to be a relatively simple and prosaic unpacking of 

the Heideggerian roots of Rudolf Bultmann's theological oategories and 

a further try at arguing the insufficiency of these ca~egories to mediate 

the relationship betwean theory and praxis. The final product of this 

attempt was, quite frankly, projeoted as another Lonerganian ~ de force. 
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But my avenue into Heidegger this time was tbraugh !.!E.i 2 ~ Problem 

!!Metaphlaica.14 y~ intention was simply to read this book as an intro

duction to the main work of the Dearly Heidegger," Being ~ ~.15 Instead, 

the Kant-study proved to be my Archimedes' bath and, while I did not run 

naked from my de.k so reaming with the excitement of discovery, I knew 

something had happened to change the CGurse of my immediate research and 

to enable me to resume and now at last to befriend an old question. For I 

was sharply arrested by the central facet of Heidegger'8 controversial 

interpretation ef Kant and I realized that his retrieve of the lost imagi

nation from the first edition ()f the Cti tigue !! ~ Reason was tho 

starting-point for the Heidegger-Lonergan study I had been wanting to 

attempt for some time. Let me explain. 

I ~egan the soon to be aborted research into the Heidegger

Bultmann question with the awareness that, if ene considers Bultmann to 

be an existentialist tho())logian, one can say that theoleg, in moving 

beyond Bultmann, has in a sense moved beyend a kind of eXistentialism. 

But it is impertant how theology moves beyond any of its truly significant 

moments. Theolegy "eXists" only in the minds of thoolot;ians. As the mind 

of any given theeloglan grcms in its awareness and understanding of the 

complexities of the theological task, he must exercise what we may call 

canons of selectivity with reprd to past achievements. How are those 

oan())ns derived? 

To speak of 'canons of selectivity" means that, just as any theo-

legion must expeot that others will qualify his achievements, so he must 
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accept the responsibility for judgment and decision, and not just dialogue, 

with regard to other theolOgians. Theologioal truth is not a matter solely 

of' hermeneutics and history, but of' one's own theole!;ioal positions and 

their systemUc arrangement. Mediating between tmy theologianbs attempts 

to interpret anether man' 8 the~t or to relate it to its ont;oing histeri

cal context and his attempt te articulate his own pOSitions and systema

tically to order the latter is a moment of personal decision, not only 

regardlng the nature and method of' the theological task but als. with 

respect to what elements fram the material he haa interpreted and plaoed 

in a histerioal oontext are op.n to further development and what are not, 

and even what elements are worth further development and what are not. 

One is on onels own. 

Lonergan has oontributed t. the precess of' selection, probably 

more than any other thoelogian, by his talk ef "oonversion, n and more 

speoifically of the triple cenversion: religious, moral, and intellectual. 

And yet Heidegger I B emphasis on theimaginatien in the Kant*8tudy, along 

with the further personal and intelleotual baokground detailed ~ve, led 

me te ask w~her there is not yet another kind of cenversion, yet another 

80urce of' seleotivity, yet anether f'eundation of' theelogy. Thia was the 

beginning, then, of the attempt to work eut the Heidegger-Lonergan relation, 

by exploring the implications of' positing psychic conversion as an additional 

f'otmdation of theology and by viewing "the therapeutic, If II. general term 

used to designate any instrument or environment facilitating psychic con-
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version, as oontributing both to the f'oundations ef' theology in a oonsti-

tutive w~ and to the imaginative mediation ef' theory and praxis. By 

the realm of' "the imaginal," I mean the wl»le of' the "system of' the oon

orete ~ priori," including f'eeling, and the whele realm of' the symbolic, of 

the world of' the figures of' our dreems, myths, and symbols. 

From Lonergan, then, I accept and have learned the notion of' theo

logy as reflection on religion, as mediating betweon a cultural matrix 

16 and the significance and role of a religion in that matrix. From him, 

too, I accept the division of theology-as-operation into eight interrelated 

functional speoialties and the notion of the foundations of theology as 

located in the subject himself. Scripture is not a foundation, nor is 

doctrine, nor is the teaching of' one's confessional communion. These are 

all data and they may be given various levels or degrees of worth or value 

!.!: data, according to the decision of the individual theologian. The cate

gories and doctrines of any theologian are, according to Lonergan, directly 

dependent on his subjectivity as a religious, moral, and intelligent human 

being. In Lonergan'li terminology, a man's doctrines will be positions 

to the extent that, in judging, ho is 8. religiously, morally, and intel

lectually converted subject; they will be counterpositions to the extent 

that he is not such Ii. subject. The basic terms and rolations of systematic 

theology Will be, not metaphyscial,but psychological. 

Now, what I wish to suggest is that, in addition to religious, moral, 

and intellectual conversion, there is a psychic conversion, a correoting 
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of the time-structure of the human imagination, experienced as a healing 

of af'f'ect, which plays a central role in laying the foundations of any 

theology whose basic terms and relations are psychological. Suoh a suggestion, 

no deubt, alters Lonergan's notions of what would qualify as theological 

doctrines and systematics. If one soys that the thera.peutic is instrumental 

in laying tho foundations for theology, then what follows from the founda-

tiona will be not only those theological positions whioh tend to transcend 

the realm of the s,ymbolic, to sever the umbilioal cord to the maternal 

imagination of man. Rather, such foundations leave open the possibility 

that one's theological positions may. as positiona, i.e., as consistent 

with conv.rsi~n, be expressed in highly s,ymbolic terms. They also leave 
17 

open the, possibility for what Hart calls a "systematic symbolics." In 

terms of Lonergan1s recent retractatio concerning the notions of mystery 

and myth as, respectively, lilymbGls or images that further or do not further 
18 

the pori tions, I would want to move one step further an~ma.intain that 

the notion of the therapeutio here developed provides us with a methed of 

discerning mystery from n~hN (in Lonergan's sense of the term) directly 

and leaves OpBn the possibility of a doctrinal and ~stematic theology 

that ",ould be a poetics, an aesthetics. 

c. ~ Indica.tions ~ the Theological Pertinence !!.1E!!. Conolusion 

Let U8 examine, then, some of the central oategories of the theo-

logy of Bultmann, the object of our original research, in order to indi-

oate something of the pertinence of this conclusion. Our thesis here will 



be that, in Bultmann and the post-Bultmannians, the word (of proclmnation) 

never really becomes flesh, that there is a psychosomatic vacuum between 

the proclamation and the response, and that the response is thus voluntaristic. 

Because of the connection between the imagination and decision or practical 

reaSml, we might say that the Bultmannian rejection of a tertius ~ 

legis is an indication of this vacuum. 

" For the sake of convenience, we shall rely here on Andre 14'alet' s 
19 

study of Bultmann for the categories we shall eXamine. We shall use 

these categories as a means of raising the question with which we are 

centrally concerned. Let me indicate that I began my original research 

by drawing upon Malet'a description of these categories nnd, in attempting 

to deal with the ncategory" of Verstehon, decided to move to Heideggerls 

identification of Verstehen With h~~ Dasein and his notion of the uni-

versality of hermeneutic structure. It was then that I was brought up 

short by Heideggerl s Kant-study. This has led me into a detour from this 

original research, one which I suspect ':1ill take a long time to walk; in 

fact, it may become the main highWay. For, even if one does a dialectical 

critique of Heideggerls interpretation of Kant and thus even if one finds 

a great deal that is counterpositional in Heidegger ~~th regard to the 

question of the objectivity of human knowledge, there is, to put it mildly, 

enough that warrants salvaging in Heideggerls insistence (be it faithful 

to Kant or not) about the position, function, centrality, and foundational 

nature of imagination in human reality. Even if one correotly criticizes 

what Heidegger says a bout knoWledge, I find the material on imagination as 
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instituting primordial time to be extremely significant, not only for 

an understanding of Heidegger but for an understanding of ourselves. 

l-fore specifically, I wish to maintain that the time-bound structure of 

the imagination affects us at every level of the experience of the data 

of consciousness and that Heidegger has disclosed the time-structure whioh 

should be operative in human consoious performance; when it is not opera

tive, the therapeutic conversion of imagination is called for. My sug

gestion or question, then, can be put in this way: if the appropriation 

of eme I s own understanding and judgment is signifioant for theology, and 

if moral end religious oonversion are foundational realities for theology, 

is not also the appropriation of what one spontaneously !! foundational 

for theology? Is not the appropriation of imagination in its time-bound 

structure foundational for theology? M~ not the therapeutic be founda

tional for theology? 

1. Knowledge !a! Freedom 

We meve, then, to some of BUltmannls oategories, as a way of 

allowing us to frame the question more precisely. First we shall discuss 

Bultmannls familiar distinction between objective knoWledge, from the 

outside, and the existentiell knowledge which I would have, e. g., of 

another person if I loved him or her. The distinction is between iii. know

ledge whioh makes t:I. claim ca.nd the kind which surrenders a. olaim, the 

kind that is concerned with a !!!! and the kind that is ooncerned with 

a Q!.!!.20 Tho su!ject of objective kno1fledge is a kind of !:!.!. cogitans 
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which need not go forth fro~ itself to know the other's intelligible 

essence. It can reduce the ether to a familiar element of its otll'l terri-

tory, which, at best, it only explU'lds but never leaves. The sub joct of 

existentiell knowled,e, on the other hand, is It freed.~ a capacity to 

become ether while yet remaining what it is. 

The following descrip~ien from Malet will serve to characterize 

this secend kind of knowing and also will give us some material to work 

with by W&1 of moving around .ur central question. 

Since by definition the other, as other, is to the core what I am 
<.W n-t in any way, then if I am to reach it I must whelly forsake myself, 

become What I am not, without losing my identity--that is, my other
neaa with respect to the thing which calls me. Such a feat is pOSSi
ble .nly if I am constituted by freedem, freedem to2fbandon what I am 
and become what I IIll not while remaining what I am. 

Now, first, it seems that such a description, while graphic, is 

still abstract. For there is the question as to h!!. liiIuch freedem is 

effectively possible. In the entole,ical er elsontial (exiatential) -
order, man is this aptitude (even if the description, as givon, is 

replete with cognitional-theoretical difficulties, which are legion in 

this type of thinking). But what conoretely can release him into this 

liberation? 

We think here, perhaps, of the discussion in Insight ef euential' 

freedom and effective freedom, of the difference between Aa dynamic 
22 structure and its operational range. n Tho winning of effective freedom-

the image is Lonergan's, and it is oharacteristioally Pr«metheanl--con-
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sists "not in tho adoption of an affective attitude that would desire but 

not perform but in the adoption of an effective attitude in which per

formance matches aspiration.n2~ But is the problem not much more radi-

cally one of affect than Lonergan here displ~s it to be? 

Loner~an refers to the restriction of effective freedom due to 

paychic abnermality as 'superficial" compared with the "profoundJl 

restrictien that fellows upon an in~omplete intellectual and volitional 

develepment. 24 It is t. the latter alene that "moral impotence" is due. 

Loner~an is continually emphasizing the tensien between the unrestricted 

desire to know and Dnarrew" sensitivity and intersubjectivity. I~ is 

true that the root of the problem of man's need for liberation is the 

problem of evil or ain, which is ultimately what he is aiming at, but 

the role played by affect and symbol in manls ver.., capacity to be intelli

gent, reasonablo, and willing seems to be very much downplayed. The 

~eneral bias of common sense, he says, "consilts in the notion that 

ideas are negligible unleel they are reinforced by sensitive desires 
25 -and fears.JI But there is a va.." is there not, through the healing 

of affeot, t. reinforce intelligenoe and willi~ess? Loner~an does not 

deny this, of oourse, QIld in Method in TheoleQif~~"pays it more than lip 

service in several places, yet it really ought to have been more empha

sized all aleng. New Doonj~ate forms" !!l manls !!!Z .ensitivit;{-is 

sensitivity purely potenoy?-are, I maintain, extremely important, and 
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can lead to new "conjugate forms" in intelligent and decisive behavior. 

And it is through the thera:peutic, through the healing of imagination, 

that these new cenjugate forms, determined by an operative time-structure'M 

arise. 

Perhaps the problem ultimately conaists in the meaning of the 

first of the transcendental imperatives .f Lenergan. What dees it mean 

t. be attentive, beth to the data of sense and to the data of conscious-

ness? Our particular emphasis here is on the attentiveness to the data 

of consciousness themselves arid we are maintaining that this first 

imperative is fulfilled whe~ one I II affect-laden internal time-c.nscious

nesa is functiening in a way called for by its transcendental (but fragile) 

structure. The freeing of the time-beund imagination is the key to the 

difference in dealing with another person, the difference between laying 

a claim on him or surrenderning all claims ever him. Might it not also 

be a key to a difference in dealing with God? Might it not have some(.;;; 

thing te do with being able to hear the werd, being able to be addressed 

threugh symbols which point to the transcendent? gould there even be a 

sense in which we could say that psychic conversion is even more found a-

tional in the general case than religieus cenversion? At least, it would 

seem that psychic conversion would render the state of being converted 

religiously, a more consistent affair. Lonergan says correctly that 

religieus conversion usually preced~s moral and intellectual conversion. 26 

While I would not want to SG3 that p.ychic conversion necessarily pre-
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oedes religious conversion, I raise the question whether it does not 

render reiigious oonversion a more consistent possibility in man's life. 

ThiS, at least, is another way of coming at what I am attempting to deal 

with. 

Now, the description which Bultmann gives of the difference in 

personal relationships between objective knowledge and eXistentiell 

knowledge easily reminds ene of Hegel's master-slave dialectic. We 

might say that the subject of objective knowledge is the ~8ter in this 

dialectic, in which one self-consciousness is independent and its essen

tial nature is to be "for itself," whereas the other self-consciousness 

is dependent and its existenoe is existenoe-for-another. For Hegel, II • • • 

only when self-eonsciousness reaches that stage when it is fully recog

nized, acknowledged, and reflected in another self-consciousness will it 

complete its journey, attain satisfaotion and fulfilment by being actually 

free and self-determined." 27 But, given the priority of liberation at 

the level of artect, could we not reverse this and say that only when 

self-oonsciousness is satisfied and free will it be capable of being 

fully recognized, acknowledged, and reflected in another self-conscious

ness? Only when it has completed its journey will it have cempleted its 

journeyl (Of course, this journey may never be completed, but dialoguing 

with an absolute idealist does have its difficultiesl) The point is 

that the solution of the mutual pain of the master-slave dialectic may 

well be a therapeutic solution, not a philosophic one. Philosophy, 
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perhaps, can do no more than indicate the possibility of iii. solution and 

the structure this solution will take. 

2. ~ ~ Personal History 

Moving en to further Bultmannian cate&eriel, we filld that it is 

these two kinds of knowledge which give rise to the distinction between 

Historie and Geschichte. Histerie, materially speaking, designates the 

evolution of things or of man as a determinate being, While Geschichte 

again materially speaking, would designate the history of freedom. ~mn 

as freedom is temporality in that his future is not present to him nott, 

even germinally. Thus, Geschichte opens us upon a notion of discontinu

ous time. Freedom's privilege is to be what it has never been before 

While still remaining what it is. MIllet takes this to be Bultmann's 

notion of the perpetual openness of man. 28 

We may seriously question at this point whether openness really 

demands a discontinuous notion of time. Not only is it preferable to 

speak, in Lonergan's terms, of higher integrations or more richly 

differentiated consciousness, but also we are here oonfronted head-on 

with a problem fundamental to Bultmann' s c)notion of objectiVity_ The 

descriptions of objective and existentiell knowledge seemed accurate 

enough as description" but suddenly we find ourselves caught in a 

dualistic ontology of timel Oan we really say, though, that the history 

of our freedom is discontinuous? And once again, is the problem at 

least partly not one of Bultmann's neglect of the complexity of affect 
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and imagination? Is the!:!!!. to be so olearlyseparated from the ~? 

And if so, how is it freedom's privilege to be ~ it has never been 

before while still remaining ~ it is1 Is net Jean-Paul Sartre's 

utterance of similar logioal inoonsistenoies made the basis of a philo.~ 

sophy suspeoted of nihilistio tendencies? There are contradictions here 

whioh cannot be overcome consistently unless Bultmann's categories 

themsilves are overcome. Now, if we push to the level of the symbolio, 

of the imaginative, of feeling, of depth psychology, I believe we are 

provided with a basis for a continuity which allows us to overcome these 

difficulties. 

It is especially with the notion of decision that the acuteness 

of the problem becomes particularly obviOUS. For Bultmann,decision is 

not active, at least in the sense of rule or mastery. Rather, in decision, 

I decide to submit to the moment, in which the "Wholly Other" discloses 

itself to me as an unforeseeable summons. Particula.rly in the event of 

proclamation does this notion of decision become important for Bultmann. 

New, there is no question that, in significant mGments, I can be 

delivered from my past and opened to the future, summoned to answer, 

offered a new self-understanding in an entirely unforeseeable way. But 

is this really disoontinuous with anythint; else in the time that is mine? 

If·1 can have several simult~eous "hew's"--o.g., if I can be an artist, 

an econemist, and a politician at the same time-, cannot my response 

to the unforeseeable significance of a claim made upon me by What 1 
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experience as Wholly Other be intimately ~elated to these simultaneeus 

"howls,t and radically transform their meaning and interrelationship? 

Might not this transformatien of meaning or .1' interrelationship within 

my consciousness be the very matter of the decision, I make when I accept 

the neW orrer of life? Oan we really soy that this decision has no 

matter other than itself? 

This, then, is the problem arising out. of a discontinuous onto

legy of time. It is thus that Bul tmann' s theology is "docisionistic,· 

voluntaristic, even arbitrary. But one will not overcome this simply j 

by philosophy, no more than religiOUS and moral cenversion are the result 

of philosop~. Philosophical notiens can certainly be bw;eugbt to bear 

here, especially with regard to the differentiations of conSCiousness, 

Which, after all, really have to do with the interrelationships of the 

various "howls" within my conscious awareness. But what is the oonnection 

of my censcious awareness with the time-bound imagination of Heidegger? 

And What is the connection of the latter with the "tmconscious" of' Freud 

and Jung, with the psyche? Does a conversion or healing which allows 

the ·self" to be the basis of tho "ego," which allows that "it" become 

"I" (Freud), a conversian through the therapeutiC, render possible an 

integrated interrelationship of the various "hew's" af conscious awaroness? 

Again, and even more importrmt, I rais. the q~stion of a conversion at 

this level as basic to tho f"undational reality of theology, and not 

simply as permitting us to advance beyvnd a decisionistic or voluntaristic 
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theology, or allowing perha.pe a more consistent mediation of theory and 

praxis than Bul tmann' s categoriee would furnish. I am thus attempting net 

only to apply canons of selectivity to a dialectical reading of Bultmann 

but to utilize problems arising out of Bul tmann to help us focus on the 

question of a fourth conversion as foundational for theology. 
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